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case statement for universe object sql server - hello i m having issues creating an object that is built using a case
statement i have a metric object amount and a dimension object reportmain header and need to build several objects that
reflect the certain values associated with the reportmainheader object, difference between olap cube and universe aggregation an olap cube is a prebuilt cube of data that has been aggregated according to pre determined dimensions
whereas a universe is a semantic layer over a set of joined tables that generates sql and aggregation on the fly depending
what the user selects, sap bi blog news information about sap business - starting with sap hana 2 0 we can now
partition a single table between in memory storage and sap hana extended storage aka dynamic tiring this is an excellent
feature because it simplifies the management and code required to manage multiple tables and subsequently bridge them
together using additional code, sap one support launchpad - note your browser does not support javascript or it is turned
off press the button to proceed, getting started with crystal reports and sap hana sap blogs - overview this document is
for report developers who are new to sap hana modeling and reporting it covers connectivity options to sap hana from sap
crystal reports for enterprise and crystal reports 2011 differences use cases best practices and resources, top 31 most
important sap bo interview questions and answers - sap bo bi 4 0 this is for business objects reporting sap bo ds 4 0 it is
an eim tool for sap under this we have data migration projects etl for data warehousing projects sap bo pb this is for
business planning and legal consolidation it is an epm tool of sap, sap bi 4 2 sp5 what s new in web intelligence and this article summarizes the web intelligence and semantic layer enhancements released in sap bi 4 2 support package 5 it
also quickly covers some enhancements of the bi platform tools many enhancements were introduced in sap bi 4 2 and its
support packages see here for more details today we, sap businessobjects bi 4 0 the complete reference 3 e - the
definitive reference for building actionable business intelligence completely revised for sap businessobjects bi 4 0 unleash
the full potential of business intelligence with fact based decisions aligned to business goals using reports and dashboards
that lead from insight to action, sap transaction code tcode and description ttext - transaction code tcode description
ttext sapdmc lsmw lsm workbench initial screen saptrx asaplog appl system log for event handling, sap webi overview
tutorials point - sap webi overview learn sap webi starting from overview bi launchpad bi preferences application modes
creating documents editing and opening documents sending documents managing reports using queries queries using
universe queries using bex queries using analysis view query filters query filter types ranking data working with reports
breaks sorts charts conditional, how to create connections in sap bi 4 0 - great blog pieter very usefull information i know
the blog is referring to connecting bi4 tools to bw perhaps it would be nice to extend the diagram to show the alternatives to
get bw data into sap bo explorer, setting up sap businessobjects single sign on based on - single sign on sso is an
important feature that i highly recommend all organizations to setup in their sap businessobjects implementations it allows
users to move between services securely and uninterrupted without specifying their credentials each time, comparison of
relational database management systems - the following tables compare general and technical information for a number
of relational database management systems please see the individual products articles for further information,
businessobjects xi release 2 for dummies amazon com - businessobjects may seem like a dauntingly complex topic
butbusinessobjects xi release 2 for dummies makes is a snap even if you re new to business intelligence tools thisuser
friendly guide makes it easy to access format and share data analyze the information this data contains and measure
yourorganization s performance in no time you ll be finding your way around universes to seehow, step by step guide on
how to burst reports in business - the ability to publish and schedule reports according to one s profile is an important
feature that we have in business objects for example if i am a plant manager for a the west region and want to receive a
daily report on work quality it would be very beneficial if i can receive a report in my inbox daily that only contains results for
the west region, top 53 bigdata platforms and bigdata analytics software - bigdata platforms and bigdata analytics
software focuses on providing efficient analytics for extremely large datasets these analytics helps the organisations to gain
insight by turning data into high quality information providing deeper insights about the business situation, fred stluka s
home page bristle software inc - the purpose of this page is to provide links that are useful for quick access to reference
info i use this page to look up words in the dictionary names in the phonebook stock quotes weather street maps and
directions to addresses etc, datastage frequently asked questions and tutorials - datastage frequently asked questions
and tutorials datastage frequently asked questions and tutorials 1 datastage questions 2 datastage faq from geek interview
questions 3 datastage faq 4 top 10 features in datastage hawk 5 datastage notes 6 datastage tutorial 7 learn features of

datastage 8 informatica vs datastage 9
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